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Recent psychoneuroimmunology research has provided new insight into the etiology and
pathogenesis of severe mental disorders (SMDs). The mild encephalitis (ME) hypothesis
was developed with the example of human Borna disease virus infection years ago and
proposed, that a subgroup SMD patients, mainly from the broad schizophrenic and
affective spectrum, could suffer from mild neuroinflammation, which remained undetected
because hard to diagnose with available diagnostic methods. Recently, in neurology an
emerging new subgroup of autoimmune encephalitis (AE) cases suffering from various
neurological syndromes was described in context with the discovery of an emerging list of
Central Nervous System (CNS) autoantibodies. Similarly in psychiatry, consensus criteria
of autoimmune psychosis (AP) were developed for patients presenting with CNS
autoantibodies together with isolated psychiatric symptoms and paraclinical findings of
(mild) neuroinflammation, which in fact match also the previously proposed ME criteria.
Nevertheless, identifying mild neuroinflammation in vivo in the individual SMD case
remains still a major clinical challenge and the possibility that further cases of ME
remain still under diagnosed appears an plausible possibility. In this paper a critical
review of recent developments and remaining challenges in the research and clinical
diagnosis of mild neuroinflammation in SMDs and in general and in transdisciplinary
perspective to psycho-neuro-immunology and neuropsychiatry is given. Present
nosological classifications of neuroinflammatory disorders are reconsidered with regard
to findings from experimental and clinical research. A refined grading list of clinical states
including “classical” encephalitis, AE, AP/ME,and newly proposed terms like
parainflammation, stress-induced parainflammation and neuroprogression, and their
respective relation to neurodegeneration is presented, which may be useful for further
research on the possible causative role of mild neuroinflammation in SMDs. Beyond, an
etiology-focused subclassification of ME subtypes, like autoimmune ME or infectious ME,
appears to be required for differential diagnosis and individualized treatment. The present
status of the clinical diagnosis of mild neuroinflammatory mechanisms involved in SMDs is
outlined with the example of actual diagnosis and therapy in AP. Ideas for future research
to unravel the contribution of mild neuroinflammation in the causality of SMDs and the
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difficulties expected to come to novel immune modulatory, anti-infectious or anti-
inflammatory therapeutic principles in the sense of precision medicine are discussed.
Keywords: neuroinflammation, mild encephalitis, autoimmune encephalitis, autoimmune psychosis, Borna virus,
psychoimmunology, parainflammation, neuroprogression
INTRODUCTION

The field of psychoneuroimmunology has rapidly evolved from
early findings ofminor systemic alterations indicating the potential
involvement of inflammation in various severe mental disorders
(SMDs) to a plethora of robust findings demonstrating the rather
definitive role of systemic inflammation in a relevant subgroup of
SMDs (1–5). However, the exact roles of inflammation and
neuroinflammation (whether contributory or causal) in the
immune-inflammatory pathophysiology of SMDs remain unclear
and even controversial.While SMDs associatewith bothfindings of
overactivation and downregulation of the immune system
respectively inflammation and anti-inflammation, it appears to be
a knownphenomenon fromautoimmune disorders or cancer, such
can be understood as disturbed balance in the process of
inflammatory responses and immune regulatory players involved,
with a balancing or pleiotropic role to come back to homeostasis, as
evidenced for specific cells or signalingmolecules (6–8). Given such
ambiguity and pleiotropy of single factors found aberrant and
representing risk factors of disease, it is not surprising, that there
seems little direct (in time periods of actual diseased states)
correlation in between these known risk factors and changing
clinical pictures in the individual case (at least on the known level
of systemic inflammation and/or immune dysregulation), which
may heavily depend from environmental factors, eg. infections and
stress (9–11). Relevant clinical syndromes included those on the
affective to schizophrenic spectrum (not reviewed here), which is
unsurprising with regard to often voiced issue of “non-specificity”
in psychiatric research as a general problem and relates to the new
approach with Research Domain Criteria (RDoCs) in psychiatric
research [see (12)].

Not least, in psychoimmunology/immunopsychiatry it
remained unclear whether the found systemic immune-
inflammatory aberrancies may represent a relevant pathological
process in itself potentially involving secondarily the central
nervous system (CNS) or whether these systemic aberrancies
represented a sign of neuroinflammation manifested (a little) also
in the systemic periphery, an important difference. Post-mortem
findings rather suggest that indeed low-grade neuroinflammation
may be present in a subset of patients in schizophrenia (13, 14):
specifically, about 20-40%of brains exhibited signs of inflammation
in the frontal lobe, an increased number of macrophages, or an
increased number of T lymphocytes and cytokines (14–16); these
findings could support the mild encephalitis (ME) hypothesis.

The ME hypothesis was developed in context with research
on the possible role of the highly neurotropic Borna disease virus,
a known cause of meningoencephalitis in animals, for human
mental disorders (17). The ME model was generalized beyond
BDV infections, because similar pathogenic mechanism of CNS
g 2
infection and infection-triggered autoimmunity appeared
potentially relevant with many other infectious agents or the
knowledge in systemic autoimmune diseases: there are typically
many known contributing factors for disease, such as agents,
genes, immunity, trauma, toxicity and environment. Also known
general epidemiological and clinical/paraclinical data would
match with ME hypothesis, even with a considerable subgroup
of ME cases in SMD cohorts (18).

Unfortunately, the optimal procedure to diagnose
neuroinflammation (to be differentiated from systemic
inflammation) in vivo in patients with schizophrenia or
other SMDs remains undefined, although an increasing number
of findings suggest a contributive or causal role of
neuroinflammation in SMD subgroups (14–29). The recent
discovery of an emerging number of CNS autoantibodies and a
greater understanding of autoimmune encephalitis (AE) in
neurology (19) has helped a lot to diagnose previously
undiagnosed psychiatric cases of AE and to establish a new
subgroup of autoimmune psychosis (AP), involving SMD cases
presenting CNS autoantibodies with predominantly psychiatric
manifestations diagnosed by international consensus criteria,
which appear conservative designed and close to the
international AE consensus criteria (20, 21). It might be noted,
that AP cases and even some AE cases match also the previous ME
criteria [compare (20, 22, 23)]. In addition, an increasing number of
single case reports about possible cases of AP/ME was made
plausible to prevail without presenting (at least known) CNS
antibodies but with proven neuroinflammation by brain biopsy,
or with new CNS autoantibodies, or cases of subtle epilepsy
diagnosed by refined differential diagnosis by EEG, number of
the possible AP cases being responsive to immune-modulatory
treatments (24–31). Apparently, these recent developments in
diagnosis and differential diagnosis of SMDs as APs or possible
APs match with the ME hypothesis, which appears well supported
when cases demonstrate positive responses on immunemodulatory
treatments comparable to the treatments used with AE.

This recent development suggested to focus here on the many
remaining challenges to assess mild neuroinflammation in SMDs
and respective limitations of present diagnostic methods. An
improved and timely in vivo diagnosis of mild neuroinflammation
in SMD patients may consequently lead to improved etiology-
guided immunomodulatory, anti-infectious and/or anti-
inflammatory treatments. Especially several immune modulatory
treatments were rather successful recently, working even in short
time, though involving only a small but emerging subgroup of
SMD cases, which are now diagnosed as AP orME, before severely
or widely therapy resistant to established treatments. Another
difficult question herein appears, to develop further criteria for a
possible clinical relevance of mild neuroinflammation/immune
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dysregulation, when assessed in the individual SMD case by
various clinical methods.

Accordingly, the idea of this paper is: 1.To discuss unsolved
aspects of clinical terminology and a path to clinically useful
classification of mild neuroinflammation, embedded in a wider
graded nosological framework from classical encephalitis and
autoimmune encephalitis to milder forms of neuroinflammation
including ME, parainflammation and neuroprogression. 2. To
list an etiology-focused scheme of ME subtypes with respect to
available (including preliminary) evidence about the respective
roles and interaction between infections and autoimmunity and
other contributing factors including genes and environment. 3.
To present an overview about the diagnostic and therapeutic
approach to mild neuroinflammation by the most actual example
AP and respective diagnostic limitations and challenges. 4. To
consider new ideas for future research with respect to many open
questions about the possible contributive or causal relevance of
mild neuroinflammation in SMDs.
INFECTIONS, AUTOIMMUNITY, AND
POSSIBLE ME—HUMAN BORNA DISEASE
VIRUS INFECTION AS AN UNSOLVED
EXAMPLE AND BEYOND

Human Borna Virus Infection as a Model
When proposing ME hypothesis, ME was assumed to prevail as
unrecognized resp. hard to detect low-grade neuroinflammation
present in certain brain regions only (therefore “mild” encephalitis
as compared to “classical” encephalitis), that was suspected to
causally underlie the observed psychopathological syndrome in a
subgroup of patients with SMDs, thought to be most relevant in
patient cohorts of the (broad) affective and schizophrenic spectrum.
This hypothesis was developed during research on the possible role
of the highly neurotropic Borna Disease Virus (BDV) in
neurological and psychiatric disorders of unknown origin
[reviews in (17, 18, 32)]. In short: A small subgroup of
neurological (about 4,5%) and psychiatric patients (about 6%)
presented antibodies against BDV, suggesting a possible causal
involvement of BDV, because the seroprevalence was increased
compared to normal controls (about 3,5%) in our region, endemic
for BD. In addition, BDV seropositive neurological patients had an
increased prevalence of cases hospitalized because of lymphocytic
meningoencephalitis and BDV seropositive psychiatric patients
presented with an increase of small brain lesions in MRI (33)
and/or minor cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) abnormalities indicating an
intrathecal immune response (34). These findings suggested the
possibility that both these clinical syndromes, neurological
syndromes of lymphocytic meningencephalitis and psychiatric
syndromes (SMDs including various types of broadly defined
affective and schizophrenic spectrum psychoses) were caused by
an underlying infection by BDV, in some cases with neurological
and psychiatric syndromes even clustering in families (35). From
experimental research, two different pathomechanisms underlying
the clinical syndromes appeared plausible mechanisms (18, 36–39):
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 3
acute mild localized (preferential brain region involved was the
limbic system) infectious encephalitis or autoimmunity triggered by
the BDV infection (40), and thus both pathomechanisms might in
principle have the potential to induce a spectrum of psychiatric
syndromes depending from a variety of known contributive factors
including immune status of the infected, age, genes and others
[compare (18, 36)]. However, non-deadly but clinically relevant
brain infection or CNS autoimmunity or ME was difficult to prove
in vivo, not least from ethical reasons.

Interestingly, acute (classical) infectious BDV meningo-
encephalitis was only recently proven in humans, in three
patients having died from the disease, only 1 case from
spontaneous natural infection the other 2 cases after organ
transplant (41, 42). The responsible BD virus was renamed
BoDV-1 after the discovery of several BDV variants some
years ago. Beyond, in mainly retrospective analysis of brain
material (+ CSF+ Sera) from cases having died from undefined
lymphocytic encephalitis, further eight cases of BoDV-1
encephalitis were confirmed very recently (43). Importantly,
the conclusions of Niller et al. in that “The possibility of mild,
asymptomatic, or oligosymptomatic courses of BoDV-1 infection
cannot be excluded and requires further investigation.”match well
with our previous perspective, including the point that antibody
and immunoglobulin detection in CSF are most relevant for
diagnosis. In sum, the difficulties of in vivo diagnosis of milder
forms of BoDV-1 infections are apparent. In this context, one
should not forget that diagnosis can be difficult even in some cases
of classical encephalitis, although the field is equipped with
established diagnostic methods [compare (44, 45)] and one
should recognize, that the neuroinflammatory process in
“classical” (meningo)-encephaltis is rather severe and distributed
as compared to the proposed ME concept, and this apparently
associates with important differences for the sensitivity and
respective limitations of diagnostic methods.

Antiviral therapy in BoDV-1 encephalitis was and is still until
now unavailable [compare (43)]. Given there were two alternative
types, infectious ME or infection-triggered autoimmuneME, to be
considered as underlying pathology in SMDs in BDV seropositive
patients, the best option to follow in research appeared to us
represented by an autoimmune ME model in BDV seropositive
psychiatric patients: such model appeared to match with delayed
(months) therapy resistant disease courses, which prevailed in a
majority of hospitalized BDV seropositive patients, whereas an
infectious MEmodel might match with short disease courses (days
or weeks). This evaluation was a starting point for treatment trials
with CSF filtration performed over some years around 2000 in
BDV seropositive psychiatric patients, when resistant to
established treatments, although admittedly the autoimmune
ME hypothesis was speculative. Around that time, CSF filtration
had been successfully used to treat therapy resistant cases of
Guillain-Barre–Syndrome (GBS) [see results of a randomized
trial in (46)]. GBS is typically triggered by various infections,
and such could represent an analogy of the suspected autoimmune
ME triggered by BDV. Thus, an experimental trial with CSF
filtration in selected SMD patients appeared acceptable and was
continued later in trial approved by ethical committee (supported
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by funding fromTheodore and Vada Stanley Foundation). Indeed,
CSF filtration series over usually five days, similar to CSF filtration
trials in GBS, were performed as add-on treatment to unchanged
established psychopharmacological treatment and led to
significant improvement or remission in about two-thirds of
BDV seropositive psychiatric patients (n =10, not included
repeat filtration series); interestingly, CSF filtration was effective
typically in short time (days) in these patients who had been
therapy-resistant for many months before (47–50). While some of
these patients relapsed, repeated CSF filtration led to remission
again, and some patients were stable over years after CSF filtration
treatment. These successful CSF filtration treatment trials
indirectly supported the previous model of autoimmune ME,
because of its apparent immune modulatory mechanism of
action shown in GBS. Of note, the various antineuronal
antibodies known now, were not discovered at that time [see
also the recent debate about the definitions of AP and AE in
Lancet Psychiatry (20)]. Experimental CSF filtration was
intriguingly successful in a small subgroup of BDV seropositive
cases, but was not further followed from several reasons, not least
because being technically rather challenging.

Generalizing the ME Model
The ME hypothesis claimed, that it was difficult to clinically assess
mild neuroinflammation in patients even during clinically relevant
stages of disease, regardless of the underlying cause of
neuroinflammation and/or contributing pathomechanisms [see
(17)]. Thus, the assessment of mild neuroinflammation and
immune-pathological mechanisms involved needed to be
elucidated in the first place, to then select potential therapy
options based on the available evidence of contributing
pathomechanisms. For example, given autoimmune ME can be
triggered by various infectious agents or by an unknown
endogneous immune system related causality, preferential
therapeutic goals might be to search for normalization of an
exaggerated immune response, or alternatively to halt the
triggering mechanism. The various immune modulatory
treatments now used in AE (51), similarly recommended in AP
(21), seem to follow such principle, ie. searching for CNS
autoantibodies and evidence of neuroinflammation in the
individual case.

It is now accepted, that CNS specific autoantibodies play an
important pathogenic role in AE (52, 53) and probably in AP
(21). Nevertheless, strictly speaking, proof of AE as an
autoimmune disease is still missing in that only one of four
analogous Koch`s postulates was fulfilled (54). In addition, the
trigger of the autoimmune dysregulation presenting as AE or AP
is mostly unclear, if not an underlying tumor was detected (19,
55) or specific infections, like Herpes virus encephalitis, was
preceding (56). Nevertheless, although “the discovery of
antibodies targeting synaptic proteins has completely changed
the approach to neurologic and psychiatric disorders that were
previously considered idiopathic or not immune mediated” (57),
still many open issues in antibody-mediated encephalitis prevail
(58). In addition, hardly anybody might doubt the validity and
clinical importance of the AE or the AP concept, which helped
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 4
with the newly introduced immune modulatory treatments so
many severely diseased neurological patients and a still small but
emerging number of therapy resistant SMD patients, in the latter
group raising a number of difficult ethical questions (59).

Thus, a historical perspective may be of notice here: when
critically checked, there is still up to now no definite scientific
proof (in the sense of Koch`s postulates) of the causality of
spirochetal infection for the delayed tertiary stage of syphilis, as
in only very few brains of people died from general paresis the
infectious agent was demonstrated (60). Nevertheless, the
accumulated findings from epidemiology and clinical research
and, not least if not most important, the positive therapeutic
response of GP cases to antibiotic treatment (Note: in the early
years from about 1907 until to the introduction of penicillin the
best established treatment was artificial Malaria infection) clearly
support the causality of spirochetal infection for GP. The ethical
issues involved in such limited proof of causality in humans may
similarly limit the quality of proof achievable in AE, AP, ME and
the proposed lower grades of neuroinflammation suspected to
causally underlying or contributing to SMDs.

In the framework of ME hypothesis many contributing factors
beyond infections, which may play a primary triggering role, are to
be considered, especially genes related to inflammatory response
system and immunity, actual status of the immune system at time
of infection, age of the infected, endogenous factors related to
genes like toxicity, various and variant environmental factors like
stress, and even chance [compare (18, 61)]. And such or rather
similar scenarios are often voiced in psychiatric research now (1, 3,
62–65). Given such perspective is relevant for research on the
causes of SMDs, a most important issue represented to assess the
level or grade of neuroinflammation and/or immune dysregulation
in the individual patient in the respective diseased state, to be
defined by consensus criteria and applicable in clinical reality with
respect to limitations and availability of diagnostic methods. I
think, that in such scenario ME, beyond other grades of mild
neuroinflammation, should represent an issue of foremost interest,
because ME would represent a grade of neuroinflammation close
to classical encephalitis and thus a state of likely clinical relevance
and chance for valid assessment in clinical reality plus chance for
targeted therapy when ME was identified (see paragraph 3 for
more details continued).

Another very special issue with regard to a generalized model
of ME hypothesis may represent autoimmunity associated with
persistent infections, which can have apparent clinical relevance
for SMDs according to recent knowledge, accumulated mainly in
children and adolescents. For example, pediatric autoimmune
neuropsychiatric disorder associated with streptococcal
infections (PANDAS) was related to streptococcal-triggered
autoimmunity and according to recent findings even extended
to variety of infections and renamed pediatric acute-onset
neuropsychiatric syndrome (PANS) (66). Emerging research
demonstrated, that PANS may require rather complex
treatments that target both the infectious agent and the
autoimmune process triggered by the primary infection (67).
Reports about CNS related autoimmunity with persistent
infections associated with SMDs are very rare in adults [eg
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(68)], but one should not exclude that such may relate to a gap of
knowledge. An elusive review about these issues and principles
involvedwas presented byPlatt et al. recently (69): these included as
main message to critically observe and recognize the variety of
access routes of antibodies and cells to the CNS, beyond the
regionality of the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) and the blood-CSF-
barrier (BCSFB), and as far as possible, to assess respective barrier
alterations in the individual case, and to identify thepossible triggers
of autoimmunity in AE or PANDAS, and to consider these triggers
for respective targeted treatments, which may need to probe anti-
infectious treatments even in the first line. Also this review clearly
shows, that eventually a more detailed classification including the
refined assessment of BBB and/or BCSFB disturbances, and not
least the assessment of latent infections in the diseased individual
would be required for optimal diagnosis and treatment of such
SMDs, when recognized as AE or AP or ME or maybe of lower
graded categories of mild neuroinflammation. One should not
forget here also the limited knowledge about rare latent or
unusual infectious agents, which may also play some yet
undefined role, for example Bartonella species (70) (not to repeat
BDV here, see above).

One step forward in this scenario of open questions was in my
opinion, to adopt a refined graded consensus classification of
clinically relevant neuroinflammation. Neuroinflammation has
to be clearly differentiated from systemic inflammation, both in
language and clinical approach, although there exists relevant
interaction in between periphery and CNS [compare (71)],
because the careful assessment of grades of neuroinflammation
in diseased states would represent a precondition to inform
about a possible clinical relevance of mild neuroinflammation.
I therefore outline a respective proposal on refined graded
categories of neuroinflammatory disorders according to
available pathophysiological evidence in the next paragraph.
REFINED GRADING AND NOSOLOGY OF
MILD NEUROINFLAMMATORY
DISORDERS

The idea that refined grading of neuroinflammation appears
clinically relevant was followed by number of authors recently in
basic immunology and psychoimmunology research and clinical
field (see above and below). Based on broad experimental
knowledge, the term parainflammation was proposed for refined
grading of inflammation in general (72). In psychoimmunology
research field the term was adopted and refocused on the CNS
respectively neuroinflammation, but restricted to stress-induced
parainflammation (73). Stress research is an interesting, relevant
and predominant field in experimental psychoimmunology, but
other triggers than stress, eg. infections or immune dysregulation,
should not be disregarded as primary triggers for CNS specific
parainflammation. Clinical findings with experimental evidence
helped to conceptualize neuroprogression in SMDs (65, 74).
Neuroprogression appears closely related to neurodegeneration
(75, 76), but an exact differentiation was difficult (77).
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 5
These new concepts about low grade neuroinflammatory
categories/states, including ME, have difficulties to exactly and
reliably define and assess the respective state in clinical approach,
less so in experimental approaches on which the clinical field can
thus build up. Therefore, these new developments appear
appropriate and important for further research and may over
the long-term prove clinically useful. Some of the difficulties of
defining the new concepts clearly relate to the a priori difficulties
when translating knowledge from experimental field into the
clinic from many reasons, especially ethical reasons. However,
important and hard to understand in a categorical schematic of
pathology (or not) appears the ambiguity of functional
alterations itself, in other words an often ambiguous role of
single factors in pathogenesis can not rarely nor be categorized as
advantageous versus disadvantageous nor pro- versus anti-
inflammatory. For example: Neuroinflammation can be
differentiated from neurodegeneration by cytokines panels but
may require under others to identifying the respective cellular
sources of cytokine production which can be assessed in
experimental approaches, however for a generalized
interpretation of cytokines aberrancies it is hard to come to
valid conclusion, as in principle such cytokines increases or
decreases of specific cytokines may especially in intermediate
states of neuroinflammation have unclear or contrarious
meaning depending from different a priori settings of the
network or context of action (78). Or: The heterogeneous
population of myeloid-derived suppressor cells plays an
important role in chronic and adaptive immune regulation in
cancer and autoimmune disorders, signaling by exosomes
appears herein very important in short- and long-distance
action, but the final outcome of their respective action appears
janus-faced (8): again the resulting pathogenic or non-
pathogenic effect of the cellular alterations depend from the
state of networks and players involved. Therefore, for clinical
decision making the assessment of such type of inflammatory
and immune signaling or cell states is not the singular problem,
instead also the appropriate classification of effect in a broader
picture of interactive players involved. The research on the
signaling role of exosomes in CSF represents such a new area
of interest in neurology and psychiatry, but is just beginning (79–
82). An intriguing yet widely neglected immune regulatory part
herein may be played by the exosomes and cells passaging along
cranial and peripheral nerves with CSF outflow into peripheral
tissues, where CNS specific immune responses are generated
then (11, 83–85), to be considered with ME and mild
neuroinflammation in future research. Another obvious
example for such ambiguity of findings in SMDs are the
confirmed immune and neuroinflammatory aberrations in
bipolar disorders (11, 86–89): the respective interpretation of
immune cell aberrations in blood may make sense only in
context with the role of changing environment and possibly
the immune response to infectious agents and other factors
involved, as these immune aberrancies do not simply correlate
with the diseased state of bipolar depression or mania specifically,
rather are changing over time in contrarious way (9, 10), which
might be interpreted as a slight primary immune defect followed
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by partially exaggerated and later exhausted immunity (9). Such
examples of apparent open research difficulties could be
continued, but the aim of this paper is not to provide a
comprehensive review about these complicated issues.

I intend to propose and discuss a panel of clinical relevant
classifications of mild neuroinflammatory states for use in
further research. This proposal will need verification and
surely emerging better definitions eventually by consensus. I
realize many a priori weaknesses because of a limited overall
knowledge base. Such limitation must not disregard such
undertaken as potentially useful, given that even established
clinical terms in neurology and neuropsychiatry related to
“classical” neuroinflammation, appear to be more weakly
defined, when critically considered in detail, as many
clinicians may assume (90): for example, only consensus case
definitions are available for such clinically important term like
encephalitis: respective clinical assessment was evaluated
difficult in some cases, the “classical” definition mainly
derived from infectious encephalitis (44). The new term AE
appears even more limited, also based on consensus case
definition (see above). It is unsurprising on the other hand,
that newly proposed terms classifying milder grades
of neuroinflammation, such as ME, parainflammation,
neuroprogression can only preliminarily be defined for clinical
use and it appears justified, that the clinical field is considerably
hesitating to adopt such terms. Nevertheless, even the best
clinically established diagnosis of “classical” encephalitis
appears to be rather imprecise in very detail although valid by
consensus case definitions, a generalized theoretically sound
definition of encephalitis for interdisciplinary use being not
available (90). The imprecision of clinical encephalitis diagnosis
is further highlighted when just going into detail of the newly
diagnosed cases of BoDV-1 encephalitis by post mortem
diagnosis [see above and compare (43)]: in post mortem
examination some of the cases finally classified as BoDV-1
encephalitis showed panencephalitis, or meningoencephalitis,
possibly accompanied by hypohysitis or myelitis, not to speak
about the found varying distribution of virus within the CNS. In
contrast, the clinical diagnosis on time of death was simply
“lymphocytic meningoencephalitis” in all cases.

The limited precision and nearly unnoticed change of
meaning of clinical terms over time should in addition be
recognized, being apparent also in the recent short history of
AE diagnosis, thus an important example for our discussion as
being closely related to AP [compare also (91)]: from its initial
description of AE cases suffering from “classical” limbic
encephalitis as paraneoplastic disease, AE has broadened its
meaning to now including a larger and seemingly emerging
subgroup of cases presenting with minor neurological symptoms,
associated with paraclinical findings of neuroinflammation (92,
93), and even with predominant psychiatric symptoms in initial
stage with the new consensus criteria (51), in other words now
AE representing a milder form of encephalitis previously not
diagnosed as encephalitis in neurology, representing an
important clinically relevant change (58). Apparently, the
discovery of NMDAR antibodies (94) and a still emerging
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 6
number of newly discovered CNS autoantibodies (23, 92, 95–
97) was a major criterion to newly diagnosing many cases of AE
that were not diagnosed as encephalitis before, and this includes
a subgroup of SMDs diagnosed as AE (20, 22, 98), recently
enriched by cases with pure psychiatric syndromes termed AP
(20). However, one should recognize, that CNS autoantibodies
(in blood) may prevail also in considerable part of normal
controls (99–102), raising difficult questions and controversy
about the pathogenicity of these antibodies (52, 99, 101–103).

One might remember here again the long-standing highly
controversial sights about neuroinflammation versus
neurodegeneration and classification of late stage syphilis, a
disease of eminent relevance in psychiatry at the time around
1900: too strictly separating post-mortem findings of
neuroinflammation versus neurodegeneration was a major
obstacle for understanding the common bacterial etiology of
general paresis presenting with two main but differing types of
CNS pathology (60).

In sum, I feel prepared to present here a proposal of refined
clinical differential diagnosis of mild neuroinflammatory
disorders, which, though preliminary with regard to criteria-
based definition, might turn out to be helpful for further
research onto the causality of mild neuroinflammatory states
in a subgroup of SMDs. Such attempt would match with the
goal of precision psychiatry [compare (63)]. I present this list
with an overview and hierarchical range from classical
neuroinflammatory disorders to suspected/proposed refined
graded subtypes of neuroinflammation (Table 1) and further
an etiology-differentiated sub-classification of various MEs
(Box 1).
OVERLAP, DIFFERENCES, AND
INTERMEDIATE STATES BETWEEN
NEUROINFLAMMATION AND
NEURODEGENERATION

The authors of a recent insightful review preferred to clearly
distinguish neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration: they
stated that neuroinflammatory disorders featured cytokines are
produced by tissue-invading leukocytes while neurodegenerative
disorders featured cytokines are produced by CNS-resident cells
(78) (see also above), but how such difference can be assessed in
clinical approach remains open. Thus, in clinical reality even
when assessed in the individual patient, it may usually remain
unclear whether pathologically-altered cytokine networks have
beneficial or detrimental effects (see also above).

However, intermediate states ormild neuroinflammatory states
probably prevail and appear to be clinically relevant for SMDs.
Neuroinflammation can lead to neurodegeneration, milder forms
of neuroinflammation can be observed in primary or seemingly
primary neurodegenerative diseases. Such long discussed and in
principle accepted example is neuroinflammation in Alzheimer`s
disease (104–107), for which some discuss an infectious cause
(108). Multiomic approaches are probed to identify the change of
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TABLE 1 | Clinically established and newly proposed terms to classify neuroinflammation ranging from “classical” definition of encephalitis to “milder” forms such as AE,
AP, ME, parainflammation and neuroprogression, to neurodegeneration (References see text). Abbreviation: CNS, central nervous system.

Category Nosological Principle Status/Advantage Limitations

Meningoencephalitis generalized inflammation of meninges and CNS clinical consensus case definition, established meningitis diagnosed by
clinical examination

Encephalitis generalized or definite localized CNS inflammation clinical consensus case definition, established sensitivity/validity of diagnostic
methods

Autoimmune
Encephalitis (AE)

localized, rarely generalized, autoimmune-related CNS
inflammation or suggested by surrogate consensus
markers

clinical consensus case definition, including cases
not diagnosed by classical criteria of encephalitis

diagnostic methods;
symptoms when classical
ones missing; consensus
therapy emerging

Autoimmune Dementia,
Autoimmune Epilepsy,
Autoimmune
Movement Disorder

neurological syndromes with isolated or prominent
clinical features recognized as of autoimmune
etiology; subtypes of AE

emerging clinical consensus, specifically addressing
previously unknown etiology and (immune) therapy

diagnostic methods
predominant for diagnosis;
therapy emerging

Autoimmune Psychosis
(AP)

psychosis recognized as of autoimmune etiology,
similar to isolated neurological syndromes; additional
cases with novel, currently unknown CNS antibodies
suspected; subtype of AE

first international consensus on conservative case
definition with (known) CSF antibodies; successful
treatment approaches emerging

diagnostic methods
predominant and emerging;
therapy emerging

Mild Encephalitis (ME) suspected localized low-grade neuroinflammation
causing severe mental illness

emerging support for previously unknown prevailing
autoimmune/infectious ME

a priori difficult to prove as
clinical entity

Parainflammation new definition of subtype of low-grade inflammation
based on experimental research; special case of CNS

intriguing proposal from basic research; might
importantly contribute for new clinical grading of
inflammation incl. neuroinflammation in mental
disorders; experimental evidence

a priori difficult to prove as
clinical entity

Stress-induced
Parainflammation

parainflammation triggered by systemic stress see parainflammation see parainflammation

Neuroprogression course characteristics in subgroups of severe mental
illness associated with neuroinflammatory markers

intriguing proposal supported by clinical and
experimental evidence

a priori difficult to prove as
clinical entity

Neurodegeneration/
Neuroinflammation

any type of degenerative resp. inflammatory aspects/
findings in central or peripheral nervous system

well-established concepts in basic research and
clinic; differentiation between inflammation vs.
degeneration

in clinical approach to
diseased individuals
sometimes difficult to realize/
assess because of overlaps

Special Case: Multiple
Sclerosis (MS)

autoimmune CNS disease, characterized by acute
neuroinflammatory phases and neurodegeneration
over the longer course

well-investigated disease; differential diagnostics of
similar entities emerging

aspects of neurodegeneration
long attributed to acute phase
pathology, only recently being
partially understood

Bechter Neuroinflammation in Severe Mental Disorders
neuroinflammatory pathology over time in Alzheimer`s disease
(106). Another example is Parkinson’s disease, to featuring
complicated interactions and developments of variant oxidative
stress and neuroinflammation during disease progression, under
others attempted to unravel by integrative analysis of blood
metabolomics and PET imaging in parallel (109). Multiple
sclerosis, the best-investigated autoimmune neurological disease,
features acute inflammation; however, this does only partly
explain the observed brain atrophy, leading to a paradigm
change and the search for and beginning implementation of
new therapies focusing on neurodegeneration [compare for
example (110)].

These examples just showcase recent approaches and
limitations of insight on intermediate states and relations
of neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration and their
possible clinical relevance. Valid assessment and consented
categorization of such intermediate states in vivo is just
emerging. From a clinical perspective, it appears important
to identify especially such low-grade or mild states of
neuroinflammation in SMDs, because of possible important
therapeutic implication, given a considerable subgroup of
SMDs being therapy resistant to established treatments. For a
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 7
practical perspective herein some details in recent diagnosis
and therapy of AP are outlined.
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF
NEUROINFLAMMATION IN AP

Clinical detection of neuroinflammatory processes generally
requires a multimodal approach. Diagnoses of AE or AP
strongly recommend to include CSF examination (21, 51).
Generally speaking, clinical assessment of inflammation
represents a domain of blood examinations, whereas assessment
of neuroinflammation requires usually CSF examination in
combination with neuroimaging. This important differentiation
was in research on SMDs often under-recognized.

Blood
An appropriate method for the diagnosis of neuroinflammation
in vivo using blood examination (e.g., measuring the C-reactive
protein) is not available, including for cases of severe classical
encephalitis, which require neuroimaging and CSF examination
(44, 111, 112). Nevertheless, the detection of high titers of
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antineuronal antibodies in serummay be an indication of AE/AP
(21), which is however not sufficient for diagnosis.

Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF)
The CSF examination remains a very important and, for many
cases, the most sensitive method for the diagnosis of any type of
neuroinflammation (44, 45, 112). CSF testing allows for the
detection of acute neuroinflammation with increased white
blood cell (WBC) counts (reference < 5/µl). Additionally, the
number of WBCs reveals information about possible pathogens.
Protein concentration (reference <450 mg/L) and age-dependent
albumin quotients ([4 + age/15] × 10–3) are biomarkers for the
blood–CSF barrier (BCSFB) (113–115). CSF-specific oligoclonal
bands (OCBs) are markers for intrathecal immunoglobulin (Ig)
G synthesis. Increased antibody indices (AIs) for pathogens or
antineuronal antibodies reveal intrathecal antibody synthesis
[including for anti-NMD-R antibodies (116)]. A positive MRZ
reaction, however, reveals a polyclonal immune activation that
can be often found in patients with multiple sclerosis (117, 118).
With regard to testing of antineuronal antibodies in serum and
CSF, heterogeneity exists between different methods (119). In
affective and psychotic patient cohorts, a small subgroup of SMD
cases demonstrate established signs of neuroinflammation in
CSF, another large subgroup of overall up to 50-70% some minor
CSF aberrancies (120–122). This phenomenon is currently
difficult to explain, but it could be associated with some type of
mild neuroinflammation [compare (120)]. Consensus criteria of
AP diagnosis include CSF examination (20).

Apparently, there remain many challenges of improved CSF
examination in SMDs: interpreting and handling cases with
neuroinflammatory CSFs (e.g., with CSF specific OCBs) not
matching AE or AP consensus criteria; background of possible
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 8
relevant minor CSF aberrancies in SMDs [e.g., signs of blood-
CSF barrier disturbance; neopterin increase, cytokine increases/
decreases, signs of activated CSF lymphocytes or macrophages
(120, 123–125)]; improving the sensitivity of CSF analysis
methods and implementing these methods for routine use in
psychiatric research to achieve improved diagnosis of mild forms
of neuroinflammation with relevance for SMDs; detecting novel
antineuronal antibodies (e.g., by tissue-based assays with indirect
immunofluorescence on fixed/unfixed murine brain tissue) in
patients at risk of AE/AP (126).

Electroencephalography (EEG)
EEG is very sensitive for the detection of inflammatory brain
processes (116). In AE patients, a specific EEG phenomenon—
the so-called extreme delta brush—was observed (127). Further
research is required to analyze whether comparable phenomena
can also occur in other clearly defined AE/AP syndromes. The
main challenge in EEG diagnostics remains in the principle of
non-specificity. Multiple causes may result in a uniform end
product. Therefore, EEG is currently used to support a
multimodal clinical approach to AE/AP (116, 128).

Neuroimaging
Various methods of neuroimaging are used, often even several
methods simultaneously, for the diagnosis of AE/AP/ME. Here,
we review some of these methods in brief from the viewpoint of
rapidly evolving methods. MRI is currently the most important
structural imaging method for the diagnosis of any type of
suspected neuroinflammation, but it is not highly sensitive
except for specific disorders like multiple sclerosis. Routine T2
or fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)-weighted images
can show pathological processes. White matter lesions can be
BOX 1 | This proposal of mild encephalitis (ME) subtypes is thought to provide a theoretical framework for a refined clinical differential diagnosis of relatively milder
forms of neuroinflammation as compared to “classical” encephalitis, proposed to term ME. The proposed etiology-focused refined differential diagnostic framework of
various types of ME is expected to become clinically relevant for improved causality-focused individualized treatment approaches and for further research. The refer-
ences indicated represent a select choice only; more references to be found in the text.

Differential Diagnostic Schedule of Mild Encephalitis (ME)/Mild Neuroinflammatory Subtypes – A Proposal from a clinical perspective

Autoimmune mild neuroinflammation
-Autoimmune Psychosis (AP) with presence of CNS antibodies according to recent international consensus criteria (20). A distinction is made between possible AP
(clinical syndrome which should lead to a broad organic diagnostic work-up), probable AP (with additional diagnostic findings such as pleocytosis in cerebrospinal
fluid), and definite AP (with detection of antineuronal IgG antibodies in cerebrospinal fluid).
-Poorly defined psychiatric cases of autoimmune origin without detection of (known) CNS antibodies, based on different diagnostic findings including brain biopsy
pathologies or plausibility from therapy response on immune modulatory treatments (24, 28)
Infectious mild neuroinflammation
-Low-grade “encephalitis” caused by various neurotropic viruses or other infectious agents presenting with acute though mild neuroinflammation without neurological
hard signs but prominent or exclusive psychiatric syndromes in context with paraclinical, especially intrathecal signs of specific infections (using PCR, antibody index,
and culture). Historical examples are late-stage syphilis or influenza-associated severe mental disorders; recent examples include acute Lyme Neuroborreliosis,
Bartonellosis, mild cerebral Whipple's disease, or potentially acute BDV infection [compare, for example, (39)]
Combined infectious-autoimmune mild neuroinflammation
-Persistent infection having induced in parallel an autoimmune response, pathology from both mechanisms can be involved in the pathogenesis of clinical syndrome
observed in the diseased individual, paradigmatic cases represented by pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder associated with streptococcal infection
(PANDAS)/pediatric acute-onset neuropsychiatric syndrome (PANS), implicating requirement of primary agent-focused (elimination) and/or immune modulatory
treatment (67). Besides PANDAS/PANS, the concept is also well established for anti-NMDAR encephalitis after herpes encephalitis (53, 56).
Multiconditional mild neuroinflammation
-Various risk factors acting together in rather balanced weight of each single factor, e.g., ubiquitous persistent infections plus social stress in context with genetic
factors, and other variant endogenous factors (e.g., endocrine and immune status), age, etc. (18).
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detected in the context of different autoimmune, infectious,
metabolic, or other psychiatric disorders (e.g., multiple sclerosis
shows typical periventricular or juxta-cortical lesions) (129). In
limbic encephalitis, increased signal intensity of the mesiotemporal
structures can be detected (51). In cases of blood–brain barrier
dysfunction, T1-weighted images are sensitive to contrast-
enhancing pathological processes. Diffusion-weighted imaging
(DWI) is used to identify (sub)-acute infarcts. MR angiography
can be used for vascular imaging (129).

However, novel methods could assist in gaining further insights
into inflammatory brain processes. Resting-state fMRI can help
detect disturbances in the functional connectivity of brain networks
caused by inflammatory processes. In the case of anti-NMDA-R
encephalitis, researchers have described characteristic alterations of
whole-brain functional connectivity (130); this is of particular
interest because structural MRI is inconspicuous in approximately
two-thirds of anti-NMDA-R encephalitis cases (131). MR
spectroscopy can detect different neurometabolites (e.g., choline),
and most importantly, it allows for the noninvasive detection of
glutamate and GABA levels in different brain regions, which might
be especially interesting in cases of SMD patients with antibodies
against glutamate or GABA receptors (132). The use of dynamic
contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI, using t1 sequences, might support
to better detect subtle blood–brain barrier dysfunction. The use of
this method could help us see, for example, that disturbed BBB
permeability can indicate a transition from optic neuritis to multiple
sclerosis (133) and beyond in other pathologies. Diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) allows to describe fiber connections among different
brain areas (134). Studies on patients with anti-NMDAR
encephalitis have detected widespread white matter alterations
(135). In everyday clinical practice, the combined use of various
MRI methods (“multimodal imaging”) may lead to improved
detection of different inflammatory profiles. Cerebral (18F)
fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG PET)
imaging can detect inflammatory and neurodegenerative
metabolic patterns in the CNS (136). Regarding the detection of
AE, FDG–PET might be more sensitive than structural MRI (137).
A whole-body FDG PET can be used for tumor screening in
patients who present with paraneoplastic antibodies (128).
Translocator protein 18 kDa (TSPO) PET imaging allows insights
into microglial activation (136).

Challenges in the neuroimaging of AE/AP/ME are considerable
despite recent progress from the use of multimodal approaches
described above, as the sensitivity of established single
neuroimaging methods is surprisingly limited, even in classical
encephalitis, but new methods are being developed or probed, the
results and outcome are awaited with great interest, especially
multimodal neuroimaging seems to provide both more global and
regional insight into pathological neuroinflammatory processes
involving the brain.

Brain Biopsy
The use of brain biopsy for potential AE/AP/ME cases is has rarely
been reported in the literature, but biopsy provides an exceptional
opportunity to sensitively prove mild neuroinflammation, provided
the biopsy region is well-chosen (26). In addition, the specific type
of neuroinflammation and detailed (micro-) localization in the
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 9
tissue can be analyzed. However, the use of brain biopsy for
diagnosis of AE/AP/ME is rather limited for ethical reasons from
a risk–benefit viewpoint (24).

Summary
Currently, for detectingAE/AP, a combinedmultimodal diagnostic
approach with blood and CSF tests (including testing for
antineuronal antibodies), EEG, MRI, and possibly FDG-PET is
recommended (20, 51). In the case of clinical red flags and
suggestive diagnostic findings (21, 138), a multidisciplinary
approach would be desirable for individual patients with possible
autoimmune-mediated SMDs. The situation is much less clear in
the case of isolated abnormal CSF findings (e.g., in patients with
isolated CSF specific OCBs or increased albumin quotients).
Obviously, further research is needed here.
LIMITATIONS

This was not an exhaustive review of the complex scenario of
psycho-neuro-immunology in SMDs.

The author did also not intend to provide a clear roadmap for
research on the ME hypothesis (if such was possible), but to
highlight the scenario and clinical context associated with a
number of a priori difficulties, which may be underscored in a
prevailing research philosophy of preferring rapid clear
“mechanistic” insights (139). Gaining further insight into these
complex issues will be difficult, requiring time-consuming research
and interdisciplinary approaches, especially together with clinical
neurology, radiology, immunology and basic scientists.

One recent teaching example of surprising rapid progress by
such approaches despite the many difficulties was the big
California encephalitis project in children and adolescents,
identifying various infectious etiologies of lymphocytic
meningoencephalitis involving about 50% of cases; the mystery
was solved 6 years later, when stored material was reanalyzed for
anti-NMDAR antibodies and AE was confirmed in nearly all of
the left open cases (140). The recent example of human BDV
infection coming just in focus again was outlined in some detail
(see above), the difficulties and limitations of available clinical
methods considering the possibility of milder (non-deadly)
forms of BoDV-1 disease becoming evident.
CONCLUSION

There is now clear evidence that a small subgroup of patients
with SMDs can be diagnosed as AE/AP (128). For predominant
psychotic cases, not necessarily fulfilling the criteria for AE,
consensus criteria for AP were very recently established (21). AP
cases would also fulfil the criteria of ME, as defined earlier.
Another subgroup of similar cases that do not present CNS
autoantibodies (and thus cases do not fulfill the proposed criteria
of definite AP instead of possible AP according to Najjar
et al. (24) appears to emerge, also matching the ME
hypothesis, diagnosed with brain biopsy or multimodal and
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new (eg. tissue –based antibody testing) approaches in
specialized centers including complicated differential diagnosis
(28–31, 126, 141, 142); some of these cases may similarly respond
to aggressive immune treatments like AE and AP cases, but may
remain suggestive or “possible” cases. Plausibly, such cases
without presenting CNS antibodies, at least with regard to
presently known antibodies, may be related to undefined
immune pathology, e.g. CSF cell activation is not routinely
specified only in rare research studies [compare (125)], or
speculatively from other neuroinflammatory mechanisms,
maybe including such triggered from brain vasculopathy due
to genetic liability [compare (143)] or immune developmental
factors including early and later infections (144–148) and other
pathomechanisms in complex neuro-psycho-immunological
scenario. Not all questions can be cleared by experimental
research, instead there is also a justification and even need of
careful designed experimental clinical approaches including
experimental therapies [compare also (71, 149)]. Multimodal
group studies including neuroimaging can provide a general
basis especially when combined with immune-inflammatory
markers (150–153). Unfortunately CSF studies are still rare in
research on SMDs but their extraordinary relevance increasingly
recognized (71, 154), because can still provide the best and most
specific clinical information about neuroinflammatory processes.

However, carefully considered intervention trials should be
continued in specialized centers only, whereas general hospitals
should rely on conservative approach along consensus criteria
(21, 91). In individual patients, off-label treatment approaches
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 10
can be very successful and helpful in understanding details of
neuroinflammatory constellations by indirect reasoning
(compare the example of tertiary syphilis), when followed and
analyzed under strict rules of clinical research. Difficulties persist
in differentiating innocent cases of CNS autoantibody prevalence
(when tested in blood) from relevant ones (102), which is
however similarly true for antibodies against infectious agents.
Thus, only multimodal clinical approaches combined with basic
and experimental research will together be able to develop
criteria for the differentiation of clinically relevant cases of
mild neuroinflammation in SMDs, a recognized challenge in
the emerging precision medicine of SMDs (63). Psychiatrists
should learn improved “organic” neuro-psycho-immuno
diagnostics in interaction with other disciplines and from
emerging psycho-neuro-immunology research, similarly
claimed by a panel of other experts (71).
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